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PROJECT BACKGROUND
In 2017, Travelodge, the UK’s largest independent hotel brand,
secured planning permission to construct a purpose-built 61 room
hotel on its ca. 42,000  ft2 Northfleet site at Gravesend in Kent.
The hotel had been designed in line with the new Travelodge
contemporary brand design which offers an upgraded room concept,
following design feedback from its business and leisure customer base.
The new site’s plans included 42 parking spaces for the hotel’s guests.
Travelodge at Gravesend is one of two hotels the company is planning
to open in Kent during 2018. Collectively, the two sites represented a
total investment of £14.5 million for third-party investors, and would
create 45 new jobs for the local communities.
Site restrictions and limitations
At the Northfleet site, two adjacent elevations of the new hotel were
in close proximity to the surrounding higher ground. To address this
difference in levels, the elevated land would need retaining with an
appropriate structure, whilst providing sufficient space around the
building for access and maintenance. Due to the very limited space
around the building’s perimeter, the overall thickness of the retaining
wall solution was specified to be no more than 600mm wide.

footprint, this type of wall would have been too large. The alternative,
and the client’s preferred solution, would require the installation of
a series of vertical steel sheet piles, installed in accordance with the
variations in height of the adjacent ground, in conjunction with a
300mm façade (in this case, a gabion mesh cladding system) against
the face of the sheet piles.
The reason for including the gabion cladding came about as a result of
the planning authority including a proviso that the finished appearance
of the steel sheet piles would need to be dressed with a suitable
material, as a precondition of granting approval for the new hotel.
Having consulted with Enviromesh on this point in particular,
Barnes Construction appointed Enviromesh to help deliver a gabion
mesh cladding solution that would meet the structural engineering
requirements as well as the wider project remit. The inclusion of the
gabion cladding scheme would therefore be critical to the resulting
success of the final structure and further complement the visual
aesthetic of the hotel’s architecture.

Finding a workable solution
In January 2017 Barnes Construction (the main site contractor), having
researched specialist UK contractors with significant experience in
gabion mesh retaining wall systems, contacted Enviromesh for advice
and guidance. Initially, a mass gravity gabion retaining wall solution
was considered, however given the confined space and the size of its

The boundary of the new Travelodge hotel site (on two
adjacent sides), faced surrounding land that varied in
height along the length of the new wall. This photo shows
the completed structure, the very narrow space between
building and wall, and the steel bracing beam connecting
the two walls to provide additional stability.
The top of the steel sheet piles was dressed with
20/40mm gravel fill, with the installation of a perimeter
fence to act as a safety barrier and overall site boundary.
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The section if the steel sheet piles and partly completed gabion cladding with 20/40mm gravel infill to the in-pans of the sheet piles behind the gabions. Just visible in the
top left of this photo is the steel bracing beam between the adjacent sheet piles, which ultimately passed through the gabion baskets as shown above.

THE CHALLENGES
Variations in boundary ground levels
The Travelodge site was unusual in that two adjacent elevations of the
building faced land that varied significantly in height. This meant that
the design of the retaining structure would need to accommodate the
natural gradient of the surrounding land, and then meet a common
point (corner of the site boundary) at a maximum height of 3.5 metres
above the ground level of the building.

Restricted working space
The footprint of the new hotel and its position relative to the site
boundary resulted in limited working space between the building
and the retaining structure. Often retaining structures, walls etc. are
constructed prior to the erection of any buildings. This presented an
additional challenge in terms of managing the impact of working with
heavy materials whilst in close proximity to the new hotel.

Where the two adjacent sides of steel sheet piles met, the structure
was connected by a steel bracing beam to provide additional structural
stability by distributing the load between the adjacent steel walls. This
beam would need to pass through the gabion cladding.

The restricted working space was about 1.5 metres (between the
hotel and the steel sheet piles). Not only would we need to be mindful
of the new building, but the confined space would mean managing
and maintaining an efficient flow of materials given the overall build
schedule and project timings.
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Corner section of the gabion cladding to the sheet piles and an illustration of the
restricted working space relative to the new hotel.
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THE CHALLENGES
Health and safety
Enviromesh always undertake rigorous checks in
terms of site-specific details to ensure the health
and safety of our workers is prioritised.
As part of this process a comprehensive risk
assessment was undertaken, which then forms part
of a method statement to ensure all potential hazards are identified
in the context of the site in question. Once complete, our risk
assessment and method statement (RAMS) is circulated to all parties
to the contract, to ensure working procedures are agreed by all and
that there is an opportunity to resolve any potential issues prior to the
commencement of works.
Projected timings to completion
The start date for the build of the new hotel was unavoidably delayed
meaning the site programme would be behind schedule. Our original
projected timings to complete the gabion cladding in six weeks had to
be reviewed to ensure that the overall build schedule could be met.
The main contractor, Barnes Construction, had agreed with the client
to revise their own schedule to meet the January 2018 handover. This
meant that Enviromesh would need to revise their timings in order
to allow other contractors to complete the remedial works, after the
Enviromesh installation work was complete.

Above, Enviromesh installing a
gabion mesh back panel to a
section of the steel sheet piles.
Each cladding module is installed
with geotextile membrane and
clamp plate fixings (right) to anchor
the cladding against the piles.
The needle punched, non-woven
membrane acts as a barrier against
the ingress of fine materials into the
structure of the gabion cladding.

Material specification and selection
Gabion cladding units can be exceptionally versatile in their application.
In the Travelodge project this meant the client had an opportunity to
select different types of gabion stone fill (in this case, Leicestershire
Granite and Kent Ragstone) to create visually contrasting ‘bands’
running horizontally through the face of the finished wall.
The choice of stone can be quite daunting given the range available,
however Enviromesh offer a client consultation service which greatly
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simplifies the selection process: providing both stone samples and
gabion mesh prototype samples, before a final decision is made.
This offers clients a useful advantage before they commit to purchasing
significant amounts of materials. As both a structural component and
one that creates a more pleasing visual appearance (in this case to steel
sheet piles), gabion mesh filled baskets can achieve multiple project
objectives and significant cost savings.
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The east elevation of the gabion cladding as viewed from the new Travelodge car park. Provides an idea of the variation in ground level and how this can be overcome using
a combination of linear gabion mesh baskets and a top-sloped mesh profile. At the right end of the wall a shorter, sloped section of wall was graded using a similar method.

THE SOLUTION
Technical advice and consultation
Enviromesh were consulted from a technical standpoint in the first
instance and then asked to provide follow-up detailed design advice.
As a result of their extensive engineering expertise and installation
experience, Enviromesh were contracted to supply the gabion panels,
the stone fill materials and carry out the installation work.
Additionally, Enviromesh provided advice on the sizing and specification
for the gabion baskets, the preferred width of façade, adapting gabions
on site to follow the top grade of the bank, and the typical fixings
that would be needed to tie the gabions back to the steel sheet piles.
The additional structural steel bracing beam that connected the two

For more information, visit us online

adjacent steel sheet pile walls was accommodated as the cladding was
installed, with tailor-made, on-site fabrication of the mesh baskets.
Safe working practices
During the construction phase of the gabion cladding system, there
was some concern over the requirement to work at height in such
a confined space. Usually mobile elevating work platforms would be
used, however in this instance and due to the very narrow working
space; scaffolding was erected to give the installation team to access the
gabion units as they were being filled. To get the stone to the required
height, it was considered safer to employ wheelbarrows to deliver the
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stone to the installation team via the scaffolding staging. At the lower
levels, stone was moved around the site by a one tonne dumper that
was small enough to move around within the confined space.
Time frames
One of the key considerations on any project is keeping to the
schedule. Because this was revised following delays in the wider site
work, Enviromesh increased the size of the installation team from four
to seven workers. This meant the work was completed in four weeks,
as opposed to the original programmed six-week schedule.
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Granite gabion fill
100-150mm quarried stone
(HA Series 600 Class 6G)
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Restraining straps dims and
arrangement to be advised

300

Granite gabion fill
100-150mm quarried stone
(HA Series 600 Class 6G)
Kent Ragstone gabion fillRestraining straps dims and
100-150mm quarried stone arrangement to be advised
(HA Series 600 Class 6G)

25 to 40mm clean stone fill to
void space behind the 75
gabions.
Right and below, sectional drawings
showing the position of the gabion
150mm concrete footing
cladding relative to the steel sheet
Granite gabion fill
piles and related dimensions.
100-150mm quarried stone
(HA Series 600 Class 6G)

The majority of mesh panels were 675mm high, an important factor to
aid in hand placing the stone fill by the installers within an ‘arm’s length’.
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75

Prior to arriving on site and to secure the rear
gabion panels to the steel sheet piles, Barnes
Construction employed a welding contractor to
weld threaded lugs onto the out-pan of the piles
from which Enviromesh were able to terminate
the gabions back with 150mm × 150mm ×
8mm clamp plates complete with washer and
nut. Geotextile was placed behind the gabion
baskets to ensure the 20/40mm gravel,
which was used to fill the in-pans of
the sheet piles, didn’t filter
through into the gabions.

150mm concrete footing

1618

1618
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Gabion specification
The gabion cladding was supplied to site in panel form, ready for
fab-rication by the Enviromesh install team. The bespoke design and
the presence of the pre-installed steel sheet piles meant that the fitting
and detailing of the cladding would be tailor-made specifically for this
project. The client preference was for a continuous gradient to the top
of the finished wall, as opposed to a conventional ‘stepped’ method of
achieving a variation in height of the wall, which can also be used with
this system.

150

25 to 40mm clean stone fill to
void space behind the gabions. Kent Ragstone gabion fill
Left, the finished wall section here
100-150mm quarried stone
showing the lace cut profile used
to gabion fill (HA Series 600 Class 6G)
Granite
achieve the gradient
in the upper100-150mm
quarried stone
most course of the gabion
cladding.
(HA Series
600 Class 6G)
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SERVICES PROVIDED BY ENVIROMESH
• Manufacture and supply of the gabion mesh baskets in line with the design
• Purchase, supply and delivery to site 100 tonnes of rockfill materials and gravel backfill
(including Granite and Kentish Ragstone) during three-week construction period
• Site meeting with client and main contractor to discuss fixing and gabion applications
• Dedicated and experienced team of cladding and gabion wall construction personnel
(to include the hand placement of facing stones)
• Gabion cladding installation team including hand-placed stone
• RAMS (Risk assessments and method statements) in advance of works commencing

PROJECT BUILD COMPONENTS, SUPPLIED BY ENVIROMESH
• Bi-axial welded mesh gabion baskets:
75mm × 75mm welded mesh (4mm wire diameter, Galfan coated)
• 6G Granite gabion stone (70T)

The finished wall showing a ‘laced lid to cut profile’ to complement the angle of slope along the top of the wall’s length.

• 6G Kentish Ragstone gabion stone (30T)
• Gravel fill (20/40mm) for steel sheet piles (60T)
• All fixing accessories including CL50 ‘C’ rings and helicals
• Non-woven, needle-punched geotextile membrane
• Gabion mesh test panel (built for approval) prior to the commencement of
works in order to assess gabions and stone types

Technical and material specifications:
• Fabric type
Galfan coated bi-axial
welded mesh
• Tensile strength (wire)
540 to 770 N/mm2
• Weld strength
75% of the minimum
ultimate tensile strength of
the wire
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• BS EN 10223-8:2013
Steel wire and wire products
for fencing and netting
(welded mesh gabion products)

• BS EN 10244-2:2009
(Class A)
Zinc or Galfan coated
(95% Zn / 5% Al) steel wire

• BS EN 10218-2:2012
Steel wire and wire products
(general wire dimensions
and tolerances)

• BS EN ISO 9223:2012
50 years design life
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